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During the Neo-Babylonian and Achaemenid periods, cuneiform documents were dated by numbered royal regnal years. The same method was used after Alexander conquered the Achaemenid Empire. Because of the rapid and frequent political changes during the early Hellenistic period, the dating systems used in the cuneiform sources can be confusing.
In this article I describe the various dating systems used during the early Hellenistic period. These are most clear in king lists that compile the length of each king's reign, in astronomical and historical texts dealing with events that span several reigns (especially if every single year of each king is mentioned), and in date formulas on contemporary cuneiform texts (legal and administrative documents and colophons of literary texts). The dates recovered from these sources are correlated with the corresponding dates of our chronological system of the Christian era.
The basic work on the chronology of cuneiform texts from the Neo-Babylonian period onwards remains Parker and Dubberstein's Babylonian Chronology 1 from 1956. Since the appearance of that volume important studies on early Hellenistic chronology have been published by Oelsner, 2 Joannès, 3 Van der Spek, 4 and Grzybek. 5 The publication of new tablets and a better understanding of already published cuneiform texts justify a new study of the early Hellenistic chronology. To obtain a complete overview of the chronological problem, I will evaluate all documents known to me, including texts known for a long time, more recently published ones, as well as those that remain unpublished.
Traditionally The Saros Canon provides a survey of months with possible lunar eclipses between -400 and -271 (Artaxerxes II 4 until 40 SE). Since this phenomenon can occur twice, or occasionally even thrice a year, every year between 401/0 and 272/1 BC is represented on the tablet. The passage concerning the early Hellenistic period is well-preserved and contains the same relative chronology as the Uruk king list. 9 The information on Alexander the Great and Philip Arrhidaeus in the Babylon king list is limited to their names (Iraq 16, pl. 53). The number of their regnal years is not preserved (obv. 1-2). The chronology of the other regnal years in the Babylon king list (Table 2 ) differs completely from the Uruk king list and the Saros Canon. 9. Only the end of Seleucus' reign is not clear in the Saros Canon: after Seleucus' death the numbering of years continued without mentioning the name of the new king instead of starting all over again. The same method of dating was used in the cuneiform documents. This way the Seleucid Era was created.
10. According to E. Grzybek, Historia 41 (1992) 191-92 obv. 3-5 should be read "When there was no king in the land, Antigonus (was) strategos (and) satrap of Alexander, son of Alexander, (for) 6 years." From a grammatical point of view this translation is quite plausible since mum-ma-º-ir could be a construct state. who accepted the royal title in 305 BC. The description of Antigonus' rule as a period without king proves again that the Babylon list was composed as a real "king list" and not as an enumeration of persons who wielded power in Babylonia.
Both Hellenistic king lists and the Saros Canon only provide the order and length of the reigns during the early Hellenistic period. Contemporary dating habits from this period can be found in one historical and two astronomical tablets treating several successive years.
The so-called Chronicle of the Successors (TCS 5 10) mentions the years Philip 5 to 8 on the obverse and Antigonus 7 followed by Alexander IV 7 on the reverse. The astronomical tablet LBAT 1397 (observations of the planet Jupiter) presents valuable information for contemporary dating practices for the beginning of the reign of Alexander the Great: his seventh, eighth and ninth regnal year appear right after the fifth year of the last Achaemenid king Darius III.
The recently edited astronomical tablet TAPS 81,6 24 has turned out to be crucial for the chronology of the early Hellenistic period. Its editors call the text Solar Saros 11 because it lists months with possible solar eclipses for the years -347 to -258 (Artaxerxes III 11 to 53 SE). The early Hellenistic period is again completely incorporated. The most interesting aspect of the Solar Saros from a chronological point of view is that it uses contemporary dating habits and does not begin every new reign from year 1 onwards (as is the case in the Saros Canon). The only exception is the reign of Alexander the Great, where the Solar Saros mentions the years 2 to 7 and contemporary documents dated from year 7 onwards (see above LBAT 1397). Since solar eclipses can occur twice or thrice a year, every year between -347 and -258 is attested (except for the gaps in the middle of each column). TAPS 81,6 24 lists the following regnal years for the kings of the early Hellenistic period: The lacuna at the top of column II (ll. 2-3) must have contained Alexander 1, and the large gap in the middle of the same column (ll. 17-28) undoubtedly listed Philip 1-6. Since contemporary date formulas are used, it is now certain that Philip 8 is followed by Antigonus 3 (col. II ll. 31-33), Antigonus 6 by Alexander IV 6 (col. III ll. 2-4) and Alexander IV 11 by Seleucus 7 (col. III ll. 14-16).
A single chronological point of departure suffices to transform this relative chronology into an absolute one. The best-known historical reference point is Alexander's death: since we know Alexander died in June 323 BC, the year 323/2 BC must have been Philip 1. This means the chronological frame in Table 4 can be reconstructed on the basis of the Solar Saros (TAPS 81,6 24). Finally, the chronology based on the Solar Saros can be compared with the practice found in contemporary tablets: with date formulas in legal and administrative documents and with colophons on literary texts. For the rulers from the early Hellenistic period the regnal years in Table 5 are attested in contemporary tablets: [m]u sag µA-lek-sa-an-da-ri-is lugal en til [… µA-le]k-sa-an-da-ri-is lugal. This means that Zadok's identification of the king as Alexander IV is by no means certain. On the basis of the spelling µA-lek-sa-an-da-ri-is it is more likely to date the tablet to the reign of Alexander the Great. In AD -330 'Rev.' 11' and AJAH 2 145 (l. 8', first part broken) the name of Alexander the Great is written µA-lek-sa-an-dar-ri-is, whereas Alexander IV always appears as µA-lek-sa-an-dar. On the other hand, the formula "ta month+year+king en til month+year+king" appears at the beginning and the end of all ration lists from the Esagil archive. My thanks are due to C. Wunsch for discussing this tablet and its date.
15. The last tablet dated to Philip Arrhidaeus is AION Suppl. 77 79 (BM 79012): 18.VII.8 = 9.X.316 BC. A. B. Bosworth, "Philip Arrhidaeus and the Chronology of the Successors," Chiron 22 (1992) 75-79 tried to shorten the period when documents were dated posthumously by proposing the hypothesis that Philip Arrhidaeus was "king of Babylon" during the lifetime of Alexander the Great and Philip 1 was 324/3 BC instead of 323/2 BC. The information present in the Solar Saros clearly proves that Philip 1 was not identical with Alexander 13 (7 in the system used by the Solar Saros), but that Philip 1-8 followed Alexander 13. beginning of Alexander's reign after Antigonus 6, a few contemporary cuneiform texts have a later date: CT 49 50 16 from Antigonus 7, TBER 88 (AO  26765) 17 from Antigonus 8, and BM 105211 18 from Antigonus 9. Antigonus 7 can be explained by the fact that Seleucus reconquered Babylonia around May 311 BC: until that moment documents from 311/0 BC were dated as Antigonus 7 (CT 49 50 dates from Ayaru 12 = May 13); after the change of government the same year was called Alexander IV 6 in cuneiform documents. 19 The appearance of Antigonus 8-9 must be interpreted against the background of the political circumstances of that time. During several years there was an enormous turmoil because Antigonus' son Demetrius tried to reconquer Babylonia. The documents from Antigonus 8 and 9 were probably composed in a place that was at that moment in Demetrius' range of influence.
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The dates of Alexander IV 1-2, 316/5 and 315/4 BC are found on two cuneiform documents: BM 78948 and CT 49 13. 21 At first sight there is no place for these dates in this chronological system since Philip 8 is immediately followed by Antigonus 3 in the Solar Saros and both dates are confirmed by contemporary documents. The direct succession in the date formulas of the documents needs closer inspection: the latest tablet of Philip is AION Suppl. 77 79 (BM 79012) from 18.VII.8 (= 9.X.316 BC), and the first attested tablet dated to Antigonus was written in the month Kislimu of Antigonus 3 (December/January 315/4 BC; CT 49 34). 22 The interval between October 316 and December 315 BC leaves enough time for dates mentioning Alexander IV 1-2. Despite original scepticism against these early dates for Alexander IV, three ration lists from the Esagil archive mentioning the same persons now clearly prove that the years Alexander IV 1-2 existed. 20. The chronology of Antigonus' reign was a matter of debate during the first half of the twentieth century. The phrase åá åi-i ("which is") means there must have been a double dating in this text. Alexander IV 4 is the most logical choice since in no other dating scheme can a fourth year be linked with any regnal year of Antigonus. According to the editor of the tablet, 24 the scribe combined Antigonus' fourth year with some other form of dating because of the political instability of the time. Alexander IV 6-11 is found both in the So- 
